TESTIMONY FROM A KIDS IN NEED OF DENTISTRY PARENT
Hello Julie,
I would like to thank all of the people that are working and volunteering their services at KIND. a special
thanks To Dr. Avani Khatri , Nancy, Angela, Sally and Sharon from Co Springs. And further thanks To Dr.
Joseph Dankey And Amy.
They have been working on my step daughter Ying Yin for a little over a year now. And their professional
care , service and knowledge are just totally excellent, second to none.
Ying was born in Nanning China in 1998 with a cleft lip and pallet which her lip was repaired when she
was 3 months old and then the pallet repair when she was about 13 in China.
I met her and her mother in 2010 in China and married her mother , bringing them both to America in
2011.
I knew Ying would need quite a bit of dental attention and my mother told me to check out KIND as I just
did not have the resources, insurance, social security number or green card to begin her treatment. and For
any other Dental office the cost was more than I could/can afford having no Dental insurance.
Ying's teeth were seriously out of alignment, crooked and missing teeth all due the birth defects she had.
You may have seen the pictures in her file of before treatment, she needed a lot of work
And now she has very beautiful smile. Dr. Avani and Dr. Dankey are really Great!
Ying told me she always liked smiling but never did because of her teeth deformation.
And now she smiles all of the time. And she is very happy.
Yesterday she had 3 extractions that will help her even more in correcting her smile.
I tried to get a new photo of her , but she would not go for it. A typical kid.
But a great kid still.
Thank you all so much for helping us get the Care that Ying needs.
Ying, her Mother and I appreciate it more than you will ever know.
Sincerely Kevin

We are totally amazed with the care and the results with all of Ying's care from Dr Avani and Dr. Dankey
and the rest of the staff working with them at KIND.
Your services are truly wonderful and your people and volunteers are the
very best!
Thank you so much again.
Kevin

